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I. THE JEWS IN EGYPT SINCE THE S INA! CAMPAIGN
(A Brie£ Review)
A. Introductory

The re~ent reports about wholesale nationalizations in Egypt involving large
numbers of Jews have again focused the attention of the Jewish wnrld on the position
or the Jewish community or Egypt, which for some time appeared to have be~ stabilized, although in very modest numbers and in a precarious position.
In general, despite pcpular anti-Sernitie sentiments, diseriminations as regards a~~uisition of nationality, and Nazi propaganda, in particular during the advance of the German armies in Africa in 1941-42, the position of the Jews in the
somewhat eosmopolitan Egypt, with large numbers of foreigners and extensive foreign
connections, was until 1945 good. Egypt had <luite a broad stratum of wealthy Jewish
families and the Jewish contribution to Egypt's economy in particular was extensive.
Jews also played an impnrtant role in the free professions and, to a lesser ext~nt,
in the civil service.
The p~grom on November 2 1 1945, in Cairo, was the turning point in the Jewish
position, although the situation reverted to the better soon thereafter. The January,
1948, official actions against Jews, involving large-scale arrests and action against
their communities, were followed by bombing and mob violence in June, July, and September, and new arrests in October, 1948. A systematic anti-Jewish propaganda in
the press and over the radi~, and sequestrations of Jewish property were added. A
lull and even some improvement started in the second half of 1949, but in 1964 arrests for alleged Zionist (and Communist) activities commenced, raids by the poliee
and an intense public campaign against Jewish businessmen, physicians, etc. began,
f~llowed by trials.
Systematic measures to eliminate the Jews from the eoonomie
positions, searches, exorbitant taxes etc. were introduced.
B. The Situati•n at the Time of the Sinai Campaign
The reeasures and acts described briefly above had not only seriously undermined the political, economic, and communal position of the Jews, but ala~ led t~
extensive emigration. The number of Jewish emigrants between May, 1948, and January, 1950, alone was estimated at about 20,000. Another 10,000 were reported to have
emigrated by 1964, thus reducing the Jewish community, whi~h before 1945 am~unted t~
over 70,000, to about 40,000.

c.

The

Devel~pment

Since the Sinai Campaign

With the Sinai campaign the last stage in the destruction of the Jewish o~m
munity in Egypt started. The Government to~k everything in its own hands, mob vi"lence against Jews having been reduced to a few isolated instances. Large-scale expulsions and forced departures, frequently under Egyptian police guard (and with the
victims often manacled), took place, togeth~r with wholesale expr~priations and ~e
questrations of property, the emigrants being allowed tg take with them the very
minimum in goods or money. Dismissals rrom offices and positions and arrests were
fraquant. The total of departures up t• the end of 1957 was ab~ut -24,000, leaving
a disintegrated and despniled community of soma 15,00n Jews. Further emigration,
though on a smaller scale, •ontinued all the time, s~ that by 1959 the remaining
Jews were estimated to number about 6,00~ to 8,000. The figure at present is about
5,000 1 living practically in Cairo and Alexandria only, and almost all of them Egyptian .citizens.
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After th~ first wave of dep~rtations, eonfiseations, and other anti-Jewish
measures in 1956/7, s C~me relaxation ensued. In May, 1957, sequestrations of Jewish
property (except for British and French citizens) were lifted and certain properties
restored to their Jewish owners. However, those dismissed from their positions were
almost never rehired. In recent years the few remaining Jews were not officially
molested or discriminated against, except that, under the nationality law, denationalization was permissibl~ for pnes9nt or past Zionist activity and Jews, who left
Egypt, were not permitted to return (this prohibition did not apply to any other
former residents). They were even prohibited from traveling tn Syria and vice versa,
despite the (until recently) existing Union of Egypt and Syria.
A recent Egyptian refugee, who left before the mass sequestrations, deseribed
the Jews of Egypt as "fourth-class citizens." According to him, while there was no
official persecution, prejudice against Jews was officially encouraged. As long as
his business had to play some important part in the machinery of the country, the
Jew was tolerated, but if he beeame superfluous, he we:u ennnuraged or forced to
leave. He is allowed to take with him ~20; sometimes he may take all his personal
effects but often he leaves with no more than a hand bag. Officially, foreign residents with funds in Egypt or emigrants may obtain the right to transfer ~5 1 000 abroad
but, according to reports, this right was not granted to Jewish emigrants.
Jews also suffered economic damages indirectly, through the confiscation of
various companies, foreign and local, in which Jews had a share.
The anti-Jewish action and the exodus have reduced the once flourishing communal life to a mere shadow. The Jewish communities never had any official status,
although as de-facto organizations they had extensive functions. Now they serve
practically only as registration offices (births, deaths, etc.). The Communal Couneils in Cairo and Alexandria are still functioning.
Nearly all synagogues have been closed down and some converted into mosques;
for instance, out of the twelve synagogues in the Jewish quarter of Mosky (Cairo)
only one was functioning early in 1960. By now only three synagogues are function-·
ing in Egypt: one in Alexandria and two in Cairo.
By 1960 1 the once large and numerous Jewish schools had also been closed
exoept for one school in Abassia with about 150 pupils, and one in Cairo with
about 100 pupils.
down~

If we compare these figures with the 7~500 pupils in the Abassia, 1,500 in
the Heli~polis (it was closed in 1959), and over 1,000 in another school in 1948,
we realize what has become of Egyptian Jewry. Somewhat later it was reported that
the Abassia school was closed, leaving only one school (in Alexandria), which also
has to accept Moslem pupils.
Social institutions, such as hospitals, suffered the same fate, except for an
old-age home and an orphanage. In 1960, the Cairo Jewish Hospital and in 1961 the
Alexandria Jewish Hospital were sold to the Egyptian Government.
Only two rabbis remained in the country after the death of the Chief Rabbi
Haim Nahoum in November, 1960. 1961 was reportedly the first year that the Jew~ of
Cairo and Alexandria did not celebrate the feast of Purim in the synagogue.
A further step in the destruction of Jewish communal life was to be the demolition of the Cairo Jewish cemetery of over 1,000 years, where all the Jewish notables are buried, in order to build houses on its site, but the decision was resso in de d in July 1 1961.

The beginning of 1960 also witnessed the arrest of 64 Jews (other dispatches
spoke of 14), among some 300 in tote in A~exandria. They were accused of Zionist
activities and espionage for Israel. Some .were released but the Chief Surgeon of the
Jewish Hospital of Sporting was put on trial and sentenced to imprisonment; he was
released recently on West German intervention. In the same year the Jewish owner
of the daily newspaper Al Saraha and his wife were expelled after he had spent three
months in prison on accusation of Zionism.
The Cairo radio has been engaged in an extensive anti-Israel and anti-Jewish
campaign, but it is not directed toward Egypt. A government-controlled publishing
house published the Protocols of the Elders of Zion in a series of books for popular education, but it did not appear to be popular. However, the Arabie edition of
Hitler's Mein Kampf sold extremely well.
D. The Recent Measures
The dissolution of the Egyptian·S~ian Union (United Arab Republic) caused
an intensification of Nasser's economic measures which, for quite some time, had proceeded in the direction of growing state control and ownership of the econo~. Nasser ordered the wholesale sequestration of assets and properties of wealthy persons:
landowners, merchants, textile industrialists, cotton brokers, and investors. They
inrluded mostly Egyptians, Greeks, Italians, Swiss, Lebanese, and British nationals • .
Although on the surface all nationalities and all religions have been affected, a
fair amount of xenophobia has been involved, including anti-Jewish measures: the
large numbers of sequestrated Jewish properties would appear to be out of proportion
to the modest role of Jewish businesses in Egypt.
According to press reports, the Jews whose properties are sequestrated, are
not permitted to leave the country without surrendering their nationality and completely satisfying the Sequestrator-General about their assets. The former owners are
not permitted to be attorneys, curators, or directors of firms, clubs, and societies.
They are allowed to live in their houses as "guardians," but must pay rent and assume full responsibility for the effects. They are not permitted to discharge servants and employees so as not to aggravate the existing unemployment situation.
It ought to be explained that, by law, sequestration is not confiscation, but
a provisional measure p:t-ohibiting the owners from disposing of his movable and immovable property and liquid funds in banks. However, the sequestrated properties
are put in the hands of appointed sequestrators, who are in full charge thereof. The
owner l~ses the status of manager, administrator, etc. He receives small payments,
the highest amount being $14,000 per annum.
The sequestrations were announced in stages. The first list comprised 167
persons, among them 12 Jews. The second list contained 255 names, including 112
Jews, among them such well-known families- as the Smouha., Ades, Goar, Cattaoui, Aripol, Franco. The third had 171 names, practically all Jews. The fourth comprised
168 personst the fifth 29, most of them Jewish. The total of saven lists b:vought
the grand total to 848 persons within six weeks, including about 350 Jewish p~rsons.
The value of Jewish estates and assets sequestrated on the basis of the first two
lists was expected to amount to over :;., 11 million, while that of the three first
lists was estimated at over $1 billion. In the meantime new lists appeared; the most
recent having been :t-eported on February 1; it contained, i.a., the three remaining
private department stores.
Following the wave of sequestrations and arrests, Jews again began to leave
Egypt in larger numbers. As mentioned, they have to surrender their Egyptian nationality and passports before leaving Egypt. They are given travel documents instead
of passports.
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II. RECENT STATISTICAL INFORMATION ON ISRAEL
1. The Israel Central Bureau of Statistics has published the 12th issue of its
Statistical Abstract ., 1961.
2. The Abstract is divided into 24 sections dealing with area and climate, population, migration, national income, consumption, the various branches of economy,
foreign trade, education and culture, judiciary and poli•e, etc.
3. The final results
visional figures for
manent population of
but such a breakdown
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

of the May-June,, 1961, census are not yet given, but the prothose present show a total population of 2 1 173,923 with a per2,170,082 souls. There is no breakdown by population groups,
is given for the end of 1960:

Total population
Jews
Moslems
Christians
Druses

2,150,400
1,911,200
166,300
49,800
23,300

At the end of 1960 the urban population was 1,.649,080, or 76.1 per cent, and
the rural population 501,278, or 23.2 per cent. Of the Jews, 1,588,7801 or B3.1
per cent, were urban and 322,409, or 16.9 per cent, were rural dwellers. Of the
non-Jews, only 25.2 per cent were urban and 74.8 per cent were rural dwellers.
The largest cities were: Tel Aviv-Jaffa, 390,000J Haifa 179,500; and Jerusalem, 184,000. Of those below 100,000, the largest were Ra.ma.t Ga.n (87,000),
Petach-Tikva. (52,000), Holon (43,000). Beersheba (42,500), and Bene Beraq (41,000).
4. In 1960, a. total of 24,510 immigrants settled in Israel, together with 1, 023
tourists. Of the 23,487 Jewish immigrants, 6,801 came from Asia and Africa and
the rest from Europe, America.. For obvious reasons no further breakdown is given.
Of interest is the professional distribution of the immigrants compared with
previous years in percentages of total "earners~''
196(')
Professional and
technical workers

1950-1960

Women
Men

33.1
19.3

20.8
8.7

Administrative and
clerical.

Women
Men

26.1
15.6

18.4
13.5

Merchants, agents,
sales workers

Women
Men

1.6
7.6

1.9
16.8

Craftsmen and industrial
workers

Women
Men

30.6
39.6

45.5
37.3

5. A total of 8 1 800 persons (8,500 Jews) emigrated ~rom Israel in 1960. There was
a decrease compared with the preceding years:. 1959 1 9, 750; 1958, ll, 700J 1957 and
1956, 11,400 each.
Of the 6,922 Jews who had declared their intention to emigrate (including
2_,012 children under 16), 1,682 were born in Israel and 4 1 101 in Europe. Of the
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total declaring to emigrate, 4,453 declared their destination to be the
884 Canada, 940 various European countries.

u. s.

A.,

6. In 1960 there was a total of 133 hospitals (57 private) with 15,613 beds
(3,394 in private). The nmnber of patients admitted was 261,745 (26,368 in private), involving 5,469,484 days of hospitalization (1,160,322 in private).
7. The estimated national income in 1960 was I~ 3,443 million and the gross national product I~ 4,451 million. The comparable figures in 1955 were I~ 1,744 million
and I~ 21 148 million, respectively.
8. In November, 1959, there were in lsrael 509,400 families, of whom 465,200 were
Jewish. Of the 465,200 Jewish families, 241,000 lived in dwellings owned by them
and 221,700 in rented premises.
9. In 1960/61 there were in Israel 4,228 educational institutions, 3 1 932 Jewish
(compared with 2,201 ten years earlier), and 296 Arab. The largest number of Jewish educational institutions were kindergartens (2,015); there were 1 1 151 primary,
101 secondary schools, and 32 teachers training c~lleges. In 1959/60 there were
18,056 teachers in Jewish schools (13,847 in primary and 1,622 in secondary
schools) teaching 508 1 972 pupils (in 1960/61 the number of pupils grew to
522,040); 357,644 (in 1960/61, 361,707) in primary and 24,565 (30,015 in 1960/61)
in secondary schools. In addition, in 1960/61, there were 11,850 students in institutions of higher learning and 13,680 in other institutions, outside the educational system.
In 1960/61 the Hebrew University in Jerusalem had an enrollment of 6 1 589 and
(in 1959/60) an academic staff of 915. The Haifa Technion had in 1960/61 a teaching staff of 434 and a student body of 1,799 enrolled in day and 71 in evening
classes. The Bar-Ilan University (Ramat Gan) had in 1960/61 an academic staff of
1~7 and an enrollment of 611 students. The Tel Aviv University had in 1960/61 an
academic staff of 136 and a student body of 825.
83.1 per cent of all Jews 14 years of age and over were literate (76.9 per
cent nf females and 89.8 per cent of males) cempared with 93.7 P• c. in 1948
(aged 15 and over), the decrease being due to the lower literacy of the new immigrants (in 1959 only 75.5 P• c. of those born in Asia and only 58.5 of those born
in Africa were literate).

ln. In the field of entertainment Israel had in 1960/61 a total of 288 cinemas with
156,636 seats.
11. Altogether there were 129 judges in Israel in 1960, not counting 63 judges in
rabbinical courts. The number of licensed advocates was 2,303.

III. TOPICS OF THE NEO-NAZI PRESS
The ul~ra-nationalist and neo-Nazi press in Germany continues to treat effe~
tively the subjects it has esp~used before, such as more or less well documented
statements that it was not Germany who started the Second World War, as well as
long serial stories about the maltreatment and torture imposed on Germans in Allied
concentration camps after the war. The Deutsche Soldatenzeitung adds a new dimension
to the last topic by printing a whole page of the most horrible pictures of mutilated corpses, attributed to atrocities committed by Yugoslav Communist partisans
against Croatian peasants, including children. Among the newer topics, whieh, by
the way, have also gained space in the general press, are attacks against what is
considered anti-German propaganda in the wake of the Eichmann trial, which, of

-6e~urse, are allegedly stemming from Communist eourees and destined -to break up
Western unity. While the articles generally lack the dot-.umenta.tion a.nd the ar~u
ments which wo.uld impress an unbiased reader, most of the titles are extremely effeetive. Thus, the three first-page headings of Deutsche Woehenzeitung of January 27 are a.s follows: "The Ra.oeless So~iety," with the subtitle 11 The Anti-Eurt')pean
~ogma.- Misused Print-.iple of Equality," which uses the ease of Goa. t~ attack Nehru
and all of Asia.; "The Anti-Colonial Threat," with the eubtitle, "Will the u.s.
Change its African Policy?" and "NSDAP Equals KPD" ("The German Nazi Party Equals
the German Communist Party") with the subtitle, "Small Idiot Guide to Today' s Polities," which attacks the alleged Western tendency t~ put Nazism and Communism "'n
the same fo~ting as "sohiznphrenia. 11 and in exchange offers the equation "U. s.
Equals S. U. 11 ("The U. S~ Is the Same as the Soviet Union").

There is, of course, a. great deal of comment in all German papers, and esreeia.lly in the neo-Na.zi press, on the Israel Parliamentary debate on German-Israel
cultural relations, with the neo-Nazi press rejoicing and sneering a.t the advocates
of indemnification. Deutsche Soldatenzeitung also condemns the motion picture
11
Judgment at Nuremberg" now running in many German theaters and says, t'The vi~tors
of 1945 should be glad that these events (Nuremberg trials), which do not constitute a glorious page in the history of their justice, are being forgotten, instead
of trying to revive that dark chapter in films such as 'Judgment at Nuremberg' and
attertpting to give lessons in morality to the eo-nationals of those who have been
killed in Nuremberg. In Nuremberg there was no justice, only revenge. There the
victorious party beoan:e both judge and hangman."
President Kennedy's policies with regard to Germany are a.ttaoked o~ntinually
in the Deutsche Woehenzeitung of January 6 under the title "John Kennedy's Play
with Germany., 11 subtitled, "Will the American President Become the Kerensky of the
Free World?"
Quite a. number of the neo-Nazi papers also express tongue-in-cheek mourning
at the persecution of the Jews in the Soviet Union, citing with great glee all the
well-known facts, including the lack o£ Yiddish literature. Der StahJ.helm of January, 1962, has a new approach to the Jewish problem and the Germans in a long article nGermany's Unresolved Past." After pointing out that there was nothing new
in the persecution of Jews in Nazi Germany, citing other Jewish persecutions such
~s the Czarist pogromB, the Inquisition, etc~: it admits that the Nazi decision to
exterminate the whole Jewish people was something special. However, it argues, it
was just this facet of the Nazi persecution which gave a certain part of the Jewish
people the impetus to found the State of Israel. Thus, "the Nazi Final Solution
not only was the motivation for the fomldation of the State, but also gave the
Jews the moral basis tn gain their present world political position." The article
alsry says, "Present-day Germany can disassociate itself with good conscience from
the barbaric events of the Nazi Final Solution, because that was actually and obviously only the action of the innermost Nazi Party circle, with which the German
population had no contact whatsoever and which, on the contrary, had to be kept secret from the German public for psychological reasons."
The December, 1961, issue of Der Staatsbuerger, the notorious monthly for
those harmed by denazification procedures, etc., opened with a. strong appeal for
the release of General Toussaint (held in prison as a war criminal by the Czechs),
signed by his wife, and the first issue of Deutsche Soldatenzeitung of January,
1962, was able to report on the first page, with a large photograph, that he was
released. The same paper was also able to report that the case of Field Marshal
Ferdinand Schoerner, who had been convicted four years ago for war crimes, would
be reopened. Deutsche Soldatenzeitung, as well as Der Freiwillige and all other
papers devote many articles and colurr~s to the death of Waffen-SS Gen. Kurt Meyer
(nicknamed ttpanzer-Meyer").
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The same issue of the Dautsehe Soldatenzeitung {January 5) quotes long passagas from two autobiographical volumes recently published by Verlag Chemie, Weinheim Bargstrasse, one by a famous jurist, Rudolf Isay, and the other by an even
mora famous chemist ~d N~bel Prize winner, Richard Willstaadter. Both Jaws, these
two men - judging from the report in the paper - apparently thought it necessary to
i~sue autobiographical volumes which, to a great extent, are glorifications of Germany, apologies for the Nazi period, combined with denunciations of at least a
large number of Jews. Here are some of the quotes from Isay's book as reproduced in
the newspaper:: "If there had been no anti-Semitism, a great majority of the German
Jews would have been converted to Christianity even before the First World Vvar and
by today, assimilation would have been complete. Instead, the Jews were thrown t~
gether by anti-Semitism, which also drove them int~ the arms of the Social Democrats. •. 11 He "admits" that there were eases again and again "which gave new fo,.,d
to anti-Semitism, starting from Jewish tactlessness down to Jewish crimes." However,
he begs the German people not to hold these crimes against all Jews and says that
the German people, who justifiedly and with moral indignation reject the Allied
thesis of collective guilt, must understand "how hard it is for a decent Jew to aecept collective responsibility for all the Jewish sins, which is what anti-Semitism
for(".es him to do." The book apparently quotes in detail "widespread Jewish degenerative phennmena" and declares that even now the whole world is "atoning for Versailles •" Isay also stresses that nothing bad happened to him personally frl'!m
1933-1935 1 when he nevertheless emigrated to Brazil because of the Nuremberg Laws.
He also quotes an answer he gave to the American Government in 1944 when asked
whether he would be willing to help in the administration of Germany after the collapse. He rejected this offer, for "I -eonsidered it an indefensible mistake t8 use
non-Aryan refugees from Germany in the administration of a defeated Germany." The
Deutsche S oldatenzei tung coi1Jlllents, ''This answer shows the greatness of the man."
Nobel Prize winner Willstaedter who, t~gether with Prof. Fritz Haber (also a
Jaw), was the inventor during the First World War of gas warfare and gas protection,
writes - judging by the paper - in a similar vein. Both Isay and Willstaedter are
dead. Is~y died in 1956 i.I). Germany after returning in 1951 from Brazil, while
Willstaedter diad in 1942 in Switzerland in exile. It is not clear under what eircumatanoas these two autobiographical volumes ware issued now.

IV, OPINIONS ON THE EICHMANN TRIAL
A pamphlet by Hans Lamm Der Eichmann Pr~zess in dar Deutschan Oeffentliohen
Meinung ("The Eichm&nn Trial in German Public Opinion") contains several interesting comparisons between the German reaction to the trial on the one hand and that
in Great Britain, USA, and Switzerland on the other.
A comparison of the results of the Gallup polls in the three latter countries
with that of the EMNID in Frankfurt revealed, i .a.., the following percentage figures on the question, ''What would be the ttorreot way to handle the trial .. "
Gr. Britain
Trial by an Israel court
Trial by a German oourt
Trial by an international court
Let him go free
No npinion
terror

USA

44

44

3

6

32

31

4

1

17

18

Switzerland
53
3
36
2
6

Garmany
28

25

32
4

11

On the question whether it was g~od or bad to remind the world about the
o~ the concentration camps, the replies were as follows:

.. aGr. Britain
Good
Bad
No opinion

56
29
15

-USA
62
18
20

Switzerland
70
19
11

Germany
34
45

21

Thus it appears that both as regards the Israel jUrisdiction and in particular the usefulness of the trial, German opinion is by far less favorable than that
in the other countries. The highest figures both in favor of the trial and of Israel jurisdiction were in Switzerla."ld.
V. ANTI-JEWISH ACTIVITIES
(See also

Algeria~

USSR)

1. Argentina
(a) The American Jewish c~mmittee has listed several Argentine organizations which
are neo-Faseist and strongly anti~U. S. They appear to have the support of some
army officers and a number of priests. It was als~ reported that the Vatican had
censured the priests involved in the Fascist groups.
Aeoording te the statement, the anti-Jewish activities in 1961 involved a
distribution of anti-Semitic leaflets on Buenos Aires streets; defacement with slogans ., swastikas 1 and tar rif Jewish schools and organization buildings J fire and
bomb damage to synagogues and schools, and a gang attack on two Jewish youths on
Rosh Hashana. There were also bomb and fire attacks on a non-Jewish theater, the
Press Association, and the School of Philosophy · of the Buenos Aires Universj.ty.
(New York Times, January 18)
(b) According te the President of the DAIA, anti-Semitie actions have diminished
in intensity, but Rightist tendencies have become more evident in public opinion.
Small but well-organized neo-Nazi organizations are behind these Rightist trenis.
There has been an increase in the distribution of anti-Semitic literature imported
from Me.xice.
To help offset the Rightist movements a prize was established to further
Jewish-Christian understanding • .
( JTA, January 12 )
(o) According to leaders of the Jewish community, the police raide~ the headquarters
of Fascist organizations and rounded up some of the members; but this was not
enough to prevent the spread of anti-Semitism.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 29)
2. Australia
In the beginning of January swastikas were found in Heydr• (Victoria) and a
week later on Jewish graves in Sydney.
(Yiddishe Nayes, January 12)
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3. Austria
(a) Shortly before Christmas a number of Viennese households reeeived a leaflet
issued by the association of South Tyrol. ~he leaflets advised, in order to finance
assistance to the "threatened brothers of South Tyrol," to buy the book The Solution of the Enigma of Adolf Hitler by Dr. Johannes von Mueller-schoenhausen.
The book refers to the alleged Jewish aneestry of Hitler and explains his
phenome-non by the "sins of democracy and socialism." The book's ~a in thea is is
that Hitler was the "man who wanted, by all means, to overcome the chaos into whieh
socialism and democracy systematically led .(us) sinee 1918." In 1938 the "kochende
Volksseele" (tithe boiling people's soul") was directed against the "Jews who were
still or who became once again rich."
The book published Herzl's picture together with Hitler's and stated that both
were Jews and both wanted to remove the Jews from Europe.
The "Jewish origin" of Hitler is not new. According to the former Governor
General of Poland, Hans Frank, Hitler was blackmailed by one of his relatives, because of the alleged Jewish ancestry of his father: the son of a Graz Jewish family
Frankenberger allegedly had relations with his cook,, Schicklgruber, the grandmother
of Hitler, the offspring having been Hitler's father, Aloia. It is, however, known
that Jews were not permitted to live at that time (before 1858) in that part of
Austria (Steiermark). The archives of the Steiermark and of the Jewish communities
contain no reference to a family Frankenberger~ Nor are there on the cemetery of
Graz any tombstones bearing the name Frankenberger.
(Iskult-Presse-Nacnrichten, January 26)
(b) Three young men responsible for a series of neo-Nazi incidents, Rainer Burgpo
hardt and Guenther Pfeifer (students), and Gerd Kouslik (a taxi driver), ware arrested. They had blasted the Israel Embassy, etc., and almost everywhere left
anti-Semitic pamphlets.
(Neue Zuercher Zeitung, December 30# 1961J ~~ January 3)
(c) Very belatedly the Austrian police disclosed the fact that a Jewish cemetery
south of K1agenfurt has beendesecrated repeatedly in an indescribable way and
that a Jewish merchant in Klagenfurt received several threatening Nazi letters.
{Tagesanzeiger, Zurich, January 18)
(d) The Ministry of Justice reported that in 30 out of 44 instances of neo-Nazi
publioations,the Public Prosecutor had to drop the proceedings because they appeared hopeless.
(Neue Zuereher Zeitung, December 31 1 1961)
4.

B.razi1

The Governor of the Rio Grande do Su1 province has expressed hope that the
perpetrators of the recent acts of vandalism against. Jewish institutions and cemeteries (in Porto Alegre and Curitiba) may be apprehended. (See previous Report).
They are believed to be members of a seoret terroristic organization known as
M.A.C •
(JTA~ January 25)

<

c;.,.

; ;1'.lv•

5. Denmark
A number of Austrians belenging j;o ~rganizations whieh were disselved be .~ause
of their nen ..Nazi pr~gram and oertain:;still existing "national" (Rightist) organizations, have received frem Denmark l~aflets titled "Denmark ~alls Europe - Europe
reawaken .." The leaflets were mailed iby Mr. w. Christensen who announced the estab ..
lishment ef a new "fighting movement" ,n, a ''European basis" named "Runevebaegelsen" (Runen movement). A youth organization 'tRunekorpset" (Runen .e erps) has also
been established. The organization publishes a journal Kampfstandarten; the journal reveals that the "Runen Movement" is part of the "Legion Europa, 11 whose leader
is Fred Barth, well k:n(!)wn to the Austrian p~liee.
The "Runen Movement" is reeruiting members among "Jeune Europe, 11 a 11 eolleoting
basin 11 (reservoir) of Rightist youth organizations in Europe 1 cooperating with
similar-minded organizat~ons in the USA.
(Iskult-Presse-Naohrichten, January 26)

(a) Israel Embassy officials are receiving bombing threats presumably emanating
the ().AB. Police security officers are guarding the premises.

fr~m

(JTA, January 24)

(b) A plastic bomb exploded outside the 'apartment of Andre Blumel, former Chairman
of the Zionist Federation. The building was damageR but no one was hurt.
(Jewish Chronicle, January 5)
7. Germany

(a) ~utspokenly anti-Bemitie letters to the editor were published in reaction to
two news stories carried by the paper cited below. Some of the letters insist that
the Jews themselves give rise to new anti-Semitism in Germany, despite overdoses
of pro-Jewish propaganda since 1945. There are also pro-Jewish letters, but they
are definitely in the minority.
(Stern, December 17 and 24, 1961)
(b) 13 crosses in a cemetery in Cologne for victims of Nazism were uprooted. This
was the second such incident since January 1.
(New York Times, January 11)
(c) The Institute for Social Research has published a study on reactions to the
anti-Semitic wave of 1959-1960. Among the topics of the study is the influence
of the tab~o now put on public manifestations of anti-Semitism in Germany. 233
persons in Frankfurt were questioned, of whom 1~ definitely rejected anti-Semitism,
41% disassociated themselves from anti-Semitism without great emphasis, 24% mani~
fasted no reaction for or against anti-Semitism, and le.% displayed sympathy for
anti-Semitism.
(Allgemeine Woehenzeitung, January 19)
(d) Among several members of the German Foreign Office who habitually meet in a
certain restaurant in Bonn, a fist fight broke out, during which one of the civil

... 11..

servants called out:"First, you cannot oall me a dirty Jew, and secondly, I
Jew.''
(Neue Rheinzeitung, Bonn, January 17)

~no

(e) A 50-year-old man from Emden was sentenced to three months of imprisonment for
anti-Semitic remarks after having been acquitted originally by a lower court.
(Allgemeine Wochenzeitung, January 12)
(f) At the beginning of January, the Jewish cemetery in Barsinghausen near Hanover
was desecrated by unknown culprits. 24. tombstones were overturned. So far the
police has been unable t~ find those responsible.
(Oberlaendieches

Volksblatt~ Interlaken~

January 10)

(g) The :Minister of the Interior of Lower Saxony has expressed regret at the dese•
oration of the Jewish cemetery in Barsinghausen, and appealed to the population to
help find those responsible. There are rewards of 3,000 and 1,000 marks for such
help.
(Allgemeine Woohenzeitung,__ -January 19)
8. Greece
The Ku-Klux-Klan is trying to establish a branch in Greece. Several people
in Athens have received letters inviting them to j~in the organization which "is
:fighting for the white race against a secret Hebrew organization, which,_ in cooperation with Communism and capitalism, wishes to rule the worl<J."
(Jewish Chronicle, January 15)
9. Italy
Several swastikas recently appeared on the walls in the main street of
Caravaggio. They were removed by order of police.
(Jewish Chronicle .r January 2 9)
10. Switzerland
(a) According to an official Swiss publication, a foundation called ttAbendlaen~
discher Ring'' was incorporated for the purpose of "scientific research into the
human races." The paper quoted below comments that the members of the Board of
the new foundation were well-known admirers of Hitler and believers in the Greater
German ideology.
(Basler Arbeiterzeitung, January 17)
(b) A strongly anti-Semitic article printed by a f .a rmers' paper, Thurgauer Bauer,
is quoted and critically commented on by the paper cited below. The article uses
the worst stereotype o£ the fraudulent Jewish cattle-dealer.
(Thurgauer Arbeiter Zeitung, January 9)
11. Turkey
The notorious Turkish anti-Semite Cevat Rifat Atilhan has repeated his antiJewish attacks in a new book analy~ing several religions ·. He calls for a holy war

-12against the Jews. The reviews of the book in the Turkish press were in part sharply
eritical.
(Neue Welt~ January, 1982)
12• USA

-

(a) The Synagogue Bar Shmuel in Borough Park (Brooklyn) wap almost totally destroyec
by fire .. On the upper floor there is a yeshiva "Beth ¥fil.akov" attended by about 300
girls.
There was strong suspicion that the fire was caused by Nazi hooligans: on the
outside wall an inscription, "You dirty Jews, you will never find out who did
this 1 " was found.
,
(Forward, January 22; New York

Ti~,

(b) Two boys (12 and 14) were arrested near a
police were informed that the synagogue would
in the cus:tody of their parents. The boys had
a ring and knife with swastikas, and admitted
gogue, although they claimed that they had no

January 22)

synagogue in Forth Worth after ·the
be blown up. They were later released
the kj.nd of stuff used in explosives,
their intention to blow up the synainimical feeling toward Jews.

(Forward, January 22)
{o) Alan S. Moyler,. an artist, was sentenced to concurrent two and three-year probation terms, after paying a $700 fine, f .or his two years' hate campaign against
Jews in the Westport-Western area of Connecticut~ The hate campaign was conducted
through the mails.
(JTA, January 23)
(d) Swastikas were found painted on a half dozen Jewish houses of worship in Minneapolis. Jewish veterans set up a watch at synagogues and Jewish schools. Police
began investigating the dye with which the swastikas were daubed for clues •
(New York Times, January 4; Day-Jewish Journal, January 5)
(e) Seven Jewish boys in yarmulkas walking from a public school gym in Queens were
accosted by older boys and asked whether they were Catholics. When they replied
that they were Jewish, they were punched and kicked.
(New York Post, January 5)
{f) A bomb exploded on the Jewish Sabbath in the new building of the Maohzika-Hadath Synagogue in Chicago. The Oren Kodesh, ·the ceiling between the upper and
lower floors, and the fur nishing were destroyed. A few days before the explosion
black swastikas were daubed on the walls. The explosion is ascribed to Nazi hoodlums.
Police have po&ted guards at all synagogues and prayer houses.

An unexploded bomb was found a few days later in the debris of the synagogue.
The wife of the rabbi reported a telephone call, after the first bomb, by a person
who claimed that he had exploded the bomb and would destroy this synagogue and all
others on the North Side of Chicago. A few days later a pupil of the B•nai Yaakov
School was warned by phone that the school would be bombed. Police made a house-to•
house search to rand clues to the bombs. Later_police questioned five persons believed to havefR~nnections with the bo~bing. Two suspects were taken into custody.
(Forward, January 1,2.20; Day-Jewish Journal, .January 5.6)

-13(g) The young German wh~ last month beat up a Jewish policeman (see previous Report) was accused of distributing Nazi hate literature by the father of his girlfriend; such literature was found in his possession. This was done at a hearing
of the case in adolescents' court; the ease w~s referred to a grand jury. The policeman is still in the hospital.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 12 and 26)
(h) The Jewish War Veterans called on the Governors of Illinois and Minnesota to
take all necessary steps to apprehend those responsible for the anti-Semitic incidents in Chicago and Minneapolis.

(JTA, January 10, 11)
(i) New attacks on synagogues in North Chicago took place: windows in the AnsheChelm synagogue were smashed and the rabbi of Temple Sholom received anonymous
threats tliat the synagogue would be blown up.
(Day~Jewish Jour~,

January 9)

(j) Vandals tried to set fire to a Jewish center in the Bronx, but it was extinguished by the rabbi.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 26)
(k) The five youths who were on trial for the 15-montha hate campaign against a
San Francisco Jewish furniture dealer and his wife (see previous Report) were sentenced to pris op terms ranging from one to five months •-

(New York Post, January 25)

(1) According to a statement by the national director of the Anti-Defamation League
of B•nai B'rith, there are 130 extreme Right-Wing groups 1n the country, but virtually all the new groups deny any motivation of anti-Semitism~ Soma even g~ out of
their way to say that they are opposed to anti-Semitism.
(New York Herald Tribune, January 13)
(m) A study by Dr. Deutsch of 41 of 154 youths who had been arrested during the
1960 swastika epidemic in the USA revealed the following facts:
(1) All had backgrounds of family instability, and all were white;
(2) 23 of them had police records;
(3) 10 were trouble-makers in school;
(4) 14 belonged to Nazi-like gangs;
(5) 20 collected Nazi emblems;
(6) with few exceptions, there was no remorse among their parents about thG
behavior of the children;
(7) 51 per cent expressed strong anti-Semitic views, although few had ever
known Jew~ or had personal experience whioh could explain their hostility;
(8) boredcm was a recurring theme among the boys -of lnwer class homes; 37 .per
cent listed oars as their main interest, ~nother 37 uniforms, and the rest
said it was "guns and military";
(9) 15 of the youths were leaders, 20 followers, and six.J.one wolvGs;
(10) two were partly Jewish but actively anti~Semitic.
(New York Herald Tribune, January 12)

-14VI. PROSECUTION OF WAR CRIMINALS
1. Austria.

In a considerable number of trials against former officials of the SS 1 SD and
Police for murder during the last war~ the aecused were acquitted by juries 1 although the evidence against the accused was sufficient to have them convicted for
the crimes.
(Neue _Zuercher Zeitung 1 December 31, 1961)
2. Belgium
According to the Belgian Minister of Justice, 73 persons are in Belgian jails
for war crimes.
(Herald Tribune (Pa.ris) 1 January 17)
3, Brazil
Police reported that they had seized a. man, who called himself Koloman Schueller1 suspected of being Dr. Mengele and that they were awaiting further fingerprint
records from West Germany.
(JTA, January 25 and 31)

4. Germany
(a) According to the Swiss journal Sie und Er, the SS-General Dirlewanger, who was
of the Nazi criminals' brigade and participated in the destruction of Warsaw,
is alive.

~hief

It was earlier reported that Dirlewanger died in a French prisoner-of-war camp,
but Sie und Er asserts that Dirlewanger lives in Egypt and, together with Martin
Bormann, has formed an organization to foster revolutions.
(b) Seven former members of the "German Union," an organization of Germans in Hungary, have gone on trial in Tuebingen on charges of shooting four Jews in the village of Bratschka in 1941.
( JTA, January 30)

(c) The former General of the Waffen SS Karl Wolff has been arrested in Bavaria..
The District Attorney of Munich declares that Wolff's arrest was connected with the
investigation of crimes against Jews during the Nazi period. Wolff was the last
police and SJ chief of' the Nazis in Italy and became known through his negotiations
with the Allies in Switzerland about surrender.
(Rheinische Post 1 January 23)
(d) The trial of' the of'f'icers of the Einsatzkommando lb which operated in Kovno,
Dunaburg (Dvinsk), Rossitten, and Kiev, ended with the acq~ittal of four (Werner
Klemmer, Siegfried Kulas 1 Ludwig Huettig, and Erich Pohlen), the halting of the
proceedings against a. fifth officer (Hans Kraus) and light sentences f'or three
others: Erich Ehrlinger, head of the Commando convicted of the murder of 1 1 045 Jews,
received 12 years at hard labor; Dr. Hans Schumacher, who took part in the executions, was convicted of complicity in the murder of 240 Jews and received four
years at hard labor; Reinhold Bruenner, Ehrlinger's former adjutant, who orderei
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the shooting of about 30 Jews, also received four years.
The eourt justified the light sentences by the fact that many witnesses were
unable to recall important details of the events.
Both the prbseeution and defense filed appeals in the ease of Ehrlinger.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 7; Jewish Chronicle, January 19)
(e) An officer of the Criminal Police, Heinrich D., 65, has been arrested on the
charge of having been responsible in 1943 for the murder of Jewish children in
Lithuania.
(Allgemeine Wochenzeitung, February 2)
(f) A new trial against the pC'lice officer Georg Schlosser is being prepared.
Schlosser had .been acquitted in 1959 of the charge of having murdered Jews in the
ghettoof Czenstokhov. In 1960 he was sentenced to 10 years of hard labor. However#
that conviction was annulled because television cameras had been used during the
trial •. The new trial will deal with an accusation of 11 other murders committed by
Schlosser in Czenstokhov.
(Allgemeine Woehenzeitung, February 2)
(g) Seven Yugoslav men of German origin alleged to have killed four Jewish residents of their village during the German occupation on March 19, 1944, are being
tried in Tuebingen for murder. The seven have been living in Germany since the
war and six of them have been detained since the spring of 1960.
(Allgemeine Wochenzeitung, February 2)
(h) In Leverkusen, near Cologne, a man of 55 has been arrested for participation in
the shooting of Jews in a Lithuanian ghetto in the years 1943-44.
(Allgemeine Wochenzeitung, January 19)
(i) A police officer of Bochum has been arrested on suspicion of having participated in the murder of several hundred thousand Jews while a guard in the extermination camp in Kulmhof near Posen. He allegedly was part of' a commando that drove
Jaws into gas trucks by pretending that they were bathing installations. The ease
is part of the case against ss Obergruppenfuahrer Koppe. (See previous Report
No. 12 page 11).
(Neue Presse, January 30)

(j) The Giessen police commissar Hans Hof'fmann is accused, t6gether with Major
Kiro-ehner nf Duesseldor.f and a. retired man from Helmstedt named Pillich, of mass
shootings of Polish Jews in Ostrow-Mazowieck, Poland.
(Neue Presse~ January 26)
(k) A f'ormer carpenter, Felix Landau, of Vienna, is alleged to have shot to death
20 Jews near Lwow in Poland in July, 1941, without an order and without a trial.
Landau Was a high SS officer (Hauptscharf'uehrer). Landau also W!l-B awarded the Nazi
Blood Order. His trial will start in Stuttgart, anc,i the main nwitness for the prosecution" will be a diary which Landau kept. 27 witnesses f'rom Israel, France,
England, and Austria will appear.
(Westdeutsche Zeitung~ Duisburg, January 10)
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(1) Both the Chief Prosecutor and the attorney for the defense have appealed the
verdict against Eri~h Ehrlinger and seven others. (See previous Report page 11).
(Allgemeine Wochenzeitung, January 12)
(m) The application of former Vice-Chancellor Franz von Papen for an officer's pension has not yet been settled since the court asked for additional documentation
before coming to a decision.
(Allgemeine Wochenzeitung, January 12)
(n) An appeal against a reduction of salary filed by Judge Michaelis of SchleswigHolstein was refused. Michaelis had been sentenced to a reduction of salary of
ln% because he had failed to uncover the notorious euthanasia doctor Heyde-Sawade.
Michaelis, who originally had been suspended, is now back in his office as a high
judge (Senatspraesident).
(Allgemeine Wochenzeitung 1 January 12)
(o) An appeal by the former President of the Nazi Special Court in Stuttgart 1 Hermann Cuhorst, for reinstatement as a civil servant has been refused. Cuhorst had
b9en classified as a Chief Offender by the Denazification Court and had been declared in~apable of ever holding public office again.
(Allgemeine Wochenzeitung, January 5)
(p) Public Prosecutor Kuegler, one of the jurists who are preparing the Auschwitz
trial, addressed a student club in Frankfurt. Vfuile telling .his audience of some
of the organized atrocities committed by the Nazis, he stressed that many Germans
refuse to remember Auschwitz and all that is connected with it, so as not to be
forced to have some feelings of guilt about the Nazi period.
(Neue Presse, January 22)
(g) lU1 article, entitled "The Wannsee Conference" by Robert M. w. Kempner, deseribes
what happened at the meeting which decided on the Final Solution of the Jewish
question, on the basis of the protocol found, and asks for the prosecution of some
of the surviving participants, such as Dr. Gerhard Klopfer, Dr. Georg Leibbrandt,
Heinrich Mueller, Fritz Lange, and Otto Hoffmann.
(Rheinische~erkur,

January 19)

(r) According to the Hessian Prime Minister, by virtue of the new law about judges
with a Nazi past (as will be remembered, such judges were asked to resign voluntarily from their offices), in Hesse alone 12 judges and prosecutors had participated in verdicts containing injustices. None of them have so far used the possibility of asking for premature retirement. Thus, it may become necessary to enforce
retirement. However, the deadline for voluntary retirement does not expire before
June 30.
(Frankfurter Allgemeine, January 4)
5. Italy
The highest Italian Court of Appeals has rejected West Germany's appeal for
the extradition of the Offenburg teacher, Ludwig Zind. The motivation said that
Zind's remarks about Hitler's Jewish policies were a political offense. International law imposes the obligation to extradite only persons guilty of ordinary crimes.
(Westdeutache Zeitung, January 15)

-176. Pr>land
Piotr Karpowicz, a Nazi collaborator and murderer of Jews, recently went on
trial in Wroelaw.
(Folks-Sztyme, January 31)
7. USSR

A court in Revel, the capital of Estonia, sentenced three Estonians to death
for participation in the extermination of East Europeans and Jews in a concentration camp near Dorpat during the war. Only one of the defendants, Juhan Juriste,
was present; the other two were convicted in absentia (Karl Linnas lives in the
USA and Erwin Vicks in Australia).
(Neue Zuercher

Zeitun~,

January 23)

VII. MISCELLANEOUS EVENTS
1. Alliance Israelite

The Alliance intends to establish more Jewish high schools. In order to provide more teachers, the "normal school" for te achers will be expanded so that it
will be able no~ only to continue t o supply its school needs in the Mediterranean ·
areas, but also provide hig:1er Jewish education in Western Europe.

(JTA, January 17)
2. Algeria

(a) Accnrding to a member of the Provisional Al gerian Government in Casablanca, the
Government has been s t udying "with keen interest and attentionn the proposals of
Dr. Goldmann with reg ard to the Jewish situation in Algeria • .
(JTA, January 31)
(b) The General Staff of the FLN has issued a manifesto to the Jews of Algeria, in
which the Jews are reminded of the anti-Jewish Vichy policies, reprimanded for the
manifestati ens in Oran, and referred to the anti-Semitism of the French settlers.
They cite t he deaths of Dr. Cohen, William Levy, Zermatti, due to the A.o.s.
(Zermatti was not killed by the A. o.s.), the plastic bombs whose victims were Jews
in Oran, Algiers and Cons t ant ine.
The FLN claims tha t many Jews are fighting in its ranks, some of them have been
interned, others are still in prison for the cause of Algeria.
"Algerian independence is near at hand. Independent Algeria will need you and
tom!'lrr,w you will ne e d her, your country. ·v'le, the Moslems_, stretch out our hand for
so l idarity on your part. It is your obligation -to accept it," the manifest, c~nclu
ded.
,.
(o) The Chief Rabbi of B~ne, Naouri_, is practically the only rema~n~ng spiritual
leader of Algerian Jewry' the post of the Chief Rabbi of Algiers has been vacant
f~r s evera l years1 the Chief Rabbi of Constantine has left for Israel, and that of
Oran has been gravely ill f~r months.

-18(d) An extra~rdinary assembly of the Federation of Jewish Communities of Algeria
was scheduled for January 17 in Algiers. Because of the difficulties involved in
inter-c ity movement and the resulting reported absence of a number of communities,
the Assembly was postponed sine die.
(e) A leaflet mailed from Morocco by the FLN to a. number of Algerian Jews contained,
i.a.., the following statement:
"2. It is absolutely prohibited t6 maintain c ommercial relations with Jews who
have spontaneously, deliberately, and actively participated on the side o£ the enemies in these bloody days. 11
(f) During the last weekend of December, 1961, at least five Jews were killed and
some 40 wounded in Oran. Somewhat later at least three additional Jews were killed
and some 20 were wounded when a French patrol opened fire on Jewish demonstrators.
(Paris Press, December 31, 1961; JTA, Januar:y 1; Jewish Chronicle, January 5)
(g) Six more Jews, including a pregnant woman, were killed in Oran on January 3,
when FLN underground fighters opened fire on a group of Jews.

---

( JTA, January 4)
(h) In Constantine a Jewish salesman was shot and killed by a MoAlem terrorist.
(Herald Tribune, Paris, January 5)
(i) At least ten Jews were killed in Algeria in the last few days, mostly by attacks in Ora.n.
(Jewish Chrohicle, January 14)

(j) Another four Jews were killed in Algeria: one in Constantine, two in Algiers,
and one in Or an.
(Jewish Chronicle, January 14)
(k) Seven Jews were killed and two seriously wounded during January 12-15 in a number of cities. In Oran incidents occurred in the Jewish quarter, although no casualtie s were reported.
In Constantine terror was mounting.
(JTA, January 16)
(1) The OAS has warned Jews against leaving the country: they will consider them
as deserters subject to the death pena lty. Posters announced in Algiers that
M. Chekroun, a jeweler in Algiers, had been executed for desertion.

(JTA, January 17)
(m) A Jewish business man was killed in Algiers on January 19 and another in Oran.
(New York Herald Tribune, and New York Times, January 20)
(n) A Jewish merchant was killed in Ora.n by a Moslem on January 23. Jews retaliated
by setting fire to a Moslem shop.

(JTA, January 24)

.,-19(o) Three Jews were killed and six ser~ously
the week pre(".eding the end r>f January.

w~unded

by terrorists in Algeria in

(JTA, January 31)
(p) Jewish s~lf-help groupr:: against Mn·s lem attR.cke:rs have been established in Algiers, Oran, Constantine, and other cities.
(Yiddisher Journal, January 29)
3. Argentina
(a) In Oct~ber, 1961, sessions were held in Argentina to discuss research into Jewish life of Argentina, to be extended into other Latin American enuntries. They were
organized at the initiative of the Research Institute for Judaism at the Jerusalem
University.
Twelve papers were submitted to the sessions dealing with Jewish education, religious life, impact of the Jewish press, Jews in free professions, Jewish literature and newspapers, characteristics of Jewish students, Sephardt.sm, the central Jewish body, Jewish contributions to Argentina's economy, Jewish colonization.
(Unzer Wort, January 5)
(b) Almost 60 Jewish schools, seminaries, high schools, kindergartens celebrated
the end of the school year~ The Hebrew-Yiddish Teachers Seminary graduated 73 students and the Mozesville "Fast Courses" f'or Teachers (3 years) 41. About 100
graduated f'rom the sixth grade of' the Jewish sch,ols. A yeshiva a.nd an integrated
religious school were established, and a fully recognized school of' commerce will
open for the next school year.
(Unzer S htime. 1 January 2)
4. Australia
(a) According to s. D. Einfeld 1 President of the Executive Council of Australian
Jewry, Australia received l ., lCO Jewish immigrants last year and another 2 1 500 were
apprrwed as immigrants and are awaiting transportation.
(b) Brigadier Haym Kolen has been elevated to the rank of a general. He is the
second Jewish general in the Australian army.
(Idische Zeitung, December 29)
5. Belgium
(a) About 2,000 Jewish children (some 95 /807 per cent of the total, attend Jewish
schools in Antwerpt about 900 i75£7 children attend the Yesodah Torah school be- .
longing to the :Machzike Hadath Kehilla, a primary school with a high school department); some 650 attend the Tachnemoni school, belonging to the Shomre Hadath Kahilla (it has started construction of an annex to accommodate another 200 pupils);
about 200 /:2567 the Belzer schools, and some 125 the Satmorer schools.
In Brussels there is only one Jewish primary school, with about 200 pupils.

~ The figures in brackets indicate differences in the two sources.

(Jewish Chronicle, January 5; Unzer Wort, January 6)
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(Jewish Chronicle, January 19)
6. Bolivia
The Chamber of Commerce in Oruro proposed to levy ·a 2 per cent additional tax
on goods imported by Jewish firms, the money to serve to help members of labor
unions and employees of Jewish firms to buy houses. The proposal was based on the
allegation that the Jewish iwnigrants came as agricultural workers but settled in
towns and c.reated an apartment shortage. The project was rejected by the national
Congress of commercial employes.
Another attack against Jews was the allegation that Jewish stamp merchants buy
off all stampn issued and sell them at enormous profits. An investigation revealed
that the exl"rbitant profits went to personal friends of leading postal officials.
(Israelitisches Wochenblatt, December 29, 1961)
7. Brazil
A synagogue has been dedicated in tropical Massaus, a town containing 400 Jews.
(JTA, January 31)
8. Bulgaria
The Chief Rabbi, Hananel, has been sentenced to 3~ years imprisonment (see previous Report) but released on bail for reasons of health.
(New York Times, January 8)
9. Burma
The Jewish Community of Rangoon numbered, before the Japanese invasion, some
3,000 souls. The majority emigrated after the end of the war, about 1,000 of them
to IsraelJ the rest to Australi~New Zealand, USA, Great Britain, etc. In all,
about 90 per cent have left.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 9)
10. Canada
(a) Rabbi Leiner of New York, the head of the Yeshiva Ner Israel in Toronto, was
by police, .because he did not carry identity papers on Sabbath. When he
refused to climb into the police car and volunteered to walk to the police station,
he was taken by force. Rabbi Leiner was charged with opposing and beating poliae.
He was later released on bail.
~rrested

(Yiddisher Journal, January 30)
(b) A bequest of a house to the Anglican Church, providing that it be used as a
home for "Gentile ladies" was rejected by the Church.
( JTA, January 26)
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(c) New regul~tions to remove discrimination on grounds of race, religinn, or color
have been announced by the Minister of I~~igraticn.
(Yiddisher Journal, January 24)
(d) The annual conference of the Jewish Labor Committee recently tf'lok place in
Toronto. The conference hearda number of reports and adopted several resolutions
including the establishment of a branohof the Congress for Jewish Culture~
(Yiddisher Journal, January 18)
(e) Among the approximately 18,000 Jews who have immigrated to Canada in the last
five years there are about 4,000 North African Jews. In Montreal they have e. society of 400 members.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 16)
(f) Montreal has set e. campaign target of $7,335,000.
(Jewish Chronicle, January 19)
11. Central Arr8rioa

A confe rence of rabbis, heads of communities, and religious leaders of: Central
American and Carribean States recently took place in Panama City. A union of rabbis of Central America was established.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 10; JTA, January 17)
12. Chile

The Yiddish paper Des Yidishe Wort has suspended publication because there is
no Jewish compos it or in Chile left.
(Unzer Wort, January 3)
13. Congo

In Elizabethville only 70 men, 4 women, and 5 children have remained out of an
original Jewish community of 700. About 75 per cent of the Jews took refuge in
Rhodesia. Four are in a hospital, having been wounded during the fighting. Rabbi
Moshe Levi is still in Elizabethville, but is expected to leave for Rhodesia very
soon. The synagogue and the co:rnmuni ty house, where Rabbi Levi had lived, were
damaged by bombs during the UN attack.
(Jewish Chronicle, January 5J Unzer Wort, January 10; South A£rican Jewish
Herald~ January 2)
14. Cuba
A school £or Jewish children has been opened by the Ministry of: Education in
Havana. In addition to the general curriculum in Spanish, there will also be
classes in Yiddish and Hebrew. This is the £ormer central Jewish school which was
taken over by the Government •.

(Morning Freiheit, January 10 and 23)
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15. Cyprus
There are about 30 local Jewish families (some 100 souls) and about the same
number of Israelis working on different projects. There is a Community Committee,
but no real Cow~unity.
(Folk un Zion, December 1961)
15A. Denmark
A group of young people put up a· fla.g with a swastika at the Parliament. A
leaflet explained that this was done to demonstrate the weakness of the Parliament.
(Neue Zuercher Zeitung, January 10)
16. East Germany
(a) An illustrated 60-page pamphlet was issued under the title Progress and Reaction (Fortschritt und Reaktion) by the East German Commission for German Unity. It
consists of photos and short biographies of leading persons in both Germanys. The
biographies of East German leaders (which include Ulbricht, Grotewohl, Hilde Benjamin, Dr. Lothar Bolz, and many others) show them all as persecuted by the Nazis,
of having either been imprisoned or having emigrated during the Nazi period.
The selection of West German leaders (which include Adenauer, Globke, Lemmer,
Gerstenmaier 1 Struss~ Heusinger, Grewe, Etzdorf, and many others) is made
in a way to show that virtually all played important and leading roles during the
Nazi regime. The sole exception is Adenauer himself, who is depicted as having
aided and abetted the Nazis· until their accession to power and of having received
for these services the highest pension the Third Reich had to offer. Although the
selection of persons and facts is undoubtedly biased, the confrontation of the two
groups is extremely effective.
Seeb~hm,

(b) According to the Joint Distribution Committee, about 600 Jews have come from
East Berlin to West Berlin since the wall was erected.
(Unzer Wort, January 4)
17. Egypt
Following the recent wave of arrests and wholesale sequestration of property,
Jews have begun again leaving Egypt in considerable numbers. Arrivals in France
possessed only travel documents, because they had to surrender their passports before leaving Egypt.
(Jewish Chronicle, December 29, 1961)
18. Europe
A permanent Conference of Progressive Rabbis was established at the conclusion
of a two-day meeting attended by 20 rabbis.
(JTA, January 16)
19. France
(a) The editor of the sport encyclopedia published by Larousse, Jean Davin, advo-
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cated during the German oecupati6n, the exclusion of all Jew3 from sports organizationa.
(Unzer Wort, January 3)
(b) Tw6 JewR accused of assistance to the FLN have been arrested in Paris.
(Jewish Chronicle, January 8)
(e) In Paris only 1,000 nut of 35,onn Jewish children of sch~ol age receive ~ full
Jewish education, and only 3,000 attend Talmud Torahs. About 3n,ooo re~eive no Jewish education at all. The situation in such cities as Marseilles is even worse.

(Jewish Chronicle, January 8)

(d) Thea Areiszewaka., a wrj,ter and artist_, the last of thE! circle of
died in Paris •
(Da~ly Jewish Eagle, Montreal, January 30)

I. L.

Peret~,

(e) It is estimated that there are about 70,000 Jewish refugees from North Afrien
in France.
(Der Yid., January 19)
(f) The Vice-President of the German Parliament, Prof. Carie Schmid, dedicated a
new HPme in Limours near Paris which will shelter Jewish refugees from Germany. Forty-five old and needy Jewish refugees from Germany will be taken care of in the Home.
(NeuA Welt, January 1962)
20. Germany

(a) More than 2,000 former members of the Waffen SS attended the funeral of the f~r
mer Major General of the Waffen SS, Kurt Meyer. Franz Josef Strauss, Federal Defense Minister, sent a telegram of condolence to the widow, who also received messages of sympathy from various members of Parliament. After the war Meyer had been
imprisoned for years for having shared responsibility in the murder of 23 Canadian
prisoners of war.
(Allgemeine Wochenzeitung, January 5)
(b) An ultra-rightist party, the German Freedom Party, was founded in Hagen. About
30~ followers assembled to establish the party.
The idea of the party came from a
number of dissidents of the German Reich Party.

(New York Times, January 14)
(c) Hermann Ahrens, a former Nazi bigwig,. has bAen eleeted to lead the All-German
Party in 1962.
(Christian Science Monitor., January 15)
(d) A great number of German papers report in great detail on an address by Dr. N~
hum Goldmann at a meeting of the Central Council of Jews in Germany 1 in Duesseld~rr.
He spcke about Israel, German reparations, the Jews now living in Germany 1 Jewish
histnry, and the r~le of ~ creative minority.
(Rheinische Post, Deutsche Zeitung, Sueddeutsche Zeitung 1 Stuttgarter Naohrichten; January 2~
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print;:; an article by the American Right-Wing commentator Christopher Emmet
subtitled "The Great Campaign in the u. S. Also Has a Cnmmercial Background. 11 The
article critically c~mments on American books such as William Shirer's The Rise and
Fall of the Third Reich as well as magazine and newspaper articles connected with
the Eichmann trial or with the swastika epidemic as inciting hatred against Germans
(Nazis) at n time when nothing is more important than unity cf the West against the
USSR. Anti-Nazi propaganda, according to Emmet, inC".reases the ra.nkR of those who
ask skeptically, "Do we have to risk an atom war for Berlin?" and hints that some
of this propaganda. is of Communist origin.
b~low

(Die Zeit, January 26)
(f) The pa~r cited below prints two articles dealing with incitement to hatred
against Germany, which, it is alleged, helps only the USSR. One article, titled
"The Swastika is Good Business in the USA, 11 deals with the new bryok by T. H. Tetans
about nee-Nazism in Germany, the Shirer volume, reactions to the Eichmann trial,
etc., while the other article attacks Shirer for his article in Look of D8cember 19
Nllled "If Hitler Had Won the Second World War. 11
(Christ und Welt, January 19)
(g) A recent German publication titled Juedischer Glaube ("Jewish Belief"), a sele('.tion from two millenia~ published by Kurt Wilhelm, is reviewed as a very scholarly
introduC'tion to the various facets of Judaism.
(Die Zeit, January 26)
(h) On January 29 the exhibition "Unatoned Nazi Justice" which had been shown in
ma.ny other cities, among them Amsterdam, London, ns well as German cities, was opened in Frankfurt by Prof. Franz Boehm. He stressed that although most of the material came from East German sources, there was no doubt that the documents were genuine.
This was confirreed by the former Chief Public Prosecutor of W~st Germany, Dr. Guede,
who had scrutinized the whole material. The exhibition illustrates that while Nazi
law hande d out Draconic penalties, mostly the death penalty for humane acts such as
giving shelter to abandoned Jewish children, some of the judges in many cases w.e nt
even further than the law and imposed the death penalty even where they could have
impos e d much more lenient punishments. However, the exhibition also contains cases
cf judges who were courageous enough to resist the terror, wherever it was at all
pos sible.
(Frankfurter Rundschau and Frankfurter Neue Pre sse, January 30)
(i) Among newly-published books are The Racial Teaching of Nazism in Science and
Propaganda by Karl Saller 1 Darmstadt; and Der Hitler Putsch by Hanns Hubert Hofi'mann,
Nymphenburg.
(Allgemeine Wochenzeitung, January 5)
(j) A documentary volume of 422 pages prepared by the Municipality of Ulm and dealing
with the fate of the Jews of Ulm, was published and presented to seven Jewish citizens of Ulm who had survived the Nazi terror. The volume, which is in the form of
11 c.hronicle, shows that of the 530 Jews in Ulm, 332 emigrated into 18 dii'ferent
countries; 73 died in Ulm or left Ulm for other German towns; 116 were deported to
extermination camps from which only four returned .• The Lord Mayor of Ulm stated that
the volume would be presented to all schools in Ulm and would form part of the curriculum in order t~ make sure that the young generation realizes what happened during
the Nazi period.
(Stuttgarter Zeitung, January 17)
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(k) The Director of the German Institute for Motion Pictures, Max Lippmann, stated
that films dealing with Jewish problems are not popular in Germany. During a lecture
on the presentation of the Jew in films, which he delivered in Berlin, he said that
the German public did not want to encounter things on the scree.n which it had repressed. He illustrated with a nu,mber of film excerpts that neither German films
dealing with Jewish problems nor similar films from abroad met with the necessary
re s ponse in the German public.
(Mnlehlhe;imar Z~ itung ., January 13)

(1) The town of Oberhausen, which will celebrate its centenary in September, has invited 150 Jewish fellow_- citizens to that celebration, at which two scholarships for
Jewish orphans will be set up.
(Ruh~wacht,

Oberhausen, January 20)

(m) It is estimated that there are 50 Jews in the present German army, including
some officers. During t he First World War there were 100,000 Jewish soldiers in the
German Army, of whom ? 2,.000 were killed in action.
(Brugger Tagblatt, January '28)

.-

(n) Prof. Hugo Schaumberger,. the last Director of the Jewish Philanthropies of Frankfurt, died in e. Jewish old-age home at t he a ge -o f 86. He had been a teacher of
mathematics and science in the Philanthropin since 1903.
(Frankfur~

Neue Pre~, Jan.uary 10)

(o) The Federal Order of Merit First Class was awarded to the President of the
Bavarian Jewish community, Meier.
(Muenchner Merkur, January 4)
(p) At the end of January the Secrets.ry-Genera1 of the Central Council of Jews in
Germany, Dr-. H. G. van Dam, wa:a awarded the Great Order of Merit of the Federal
Government in recognition of his services in reconstructing a Jewish community in
Germany after 1945.
(Allgemeine Wochenzeitung, February 2)
( q) The Jewish Co!l".munal Fund of Northwest Germany elected a new Executive Committee
in Duesseldorf on December 10, with Dr." Ludwig Loe.ffler and Dr. H. G. van Dam as
Chairmen.
(Neue Welt~ January 1962)
(r) About 170 Jewish children in Munich
religiou~ courses.

~ill

be

~arr~ed

by .spectal buses to Jewish

(Juedische Zeitung, December 291 1961)
21. Greece
Salonika, which before the last war n~bered 56,000 Jews, has now less than
Athens' 3 1 000 Jews have increased to 4 1 900~

2;00(');

Hardly 20 per cent of the Jews regularly attend Jevvish religious services and
Jewish evenings, lectures, etc.; about 50 per cent are on the way to assimilation.
(Juedische Rundschau, January 5)
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(a) Lieutenant Clive Cs Rustin, former member of the Wembley Jewish Youth Club, was
awarded the "best pilot" at this ye ar's Empire Test Pilot's School.
(Jewi sh Chionicle, December 29, 1961)
(b) "Public" schools for girls discriminate against Jewish girls 1 according to a
study by the (London) Evening Standard. Some of these schools operate on a 10 per
e:ent quota.
23. Guatemala
A B'nai B'rith lodge has been established in Guatemala City.
( JTA, January 25)
24. Haiti
About 300 Jews live in Ha iti. There is a synagogue in Port-au-Prince and the
20 Jews of Jeremia have a prayer house.
(Der Wag, November 18)
25. Hungary
High-ranking Communist officials admit the existence of anti-Semitism in Hungary, although it is outlawed. It is stronger in the lower sectors than in the regime. Nonetheless, recently a cross-word puzzle appeared in the Party organ, whose
black squar e s in the middle were shaped like a swastika.
The Jews are tailors, cobblers, and craftsmen in small private enterprises.
Others work in government factories and other institutions. A number have important
positions in universities and hospitals.
There are about 30 synagogues in Budapest and an active communal cultural life
exists.
Mixed marriages amount to over 50 per cent.
Jews were over 45 years.

In 1960 about 70 per cent of all

(Day, January 13)

26. India
Betwe en 300 and 400 Cochin Jews are expected to emigrate to Israel soon. Of the
original 3,000 Cochin Jews, over two thousand have already settled in Israel.
(Jewish Chronicle, December 29)
27. Italy
A volume titled Histoire des Juifs Italiens Sous Le Fascisme by Renzo de Felice
was published by Einaudi in Turin. It is described by the paper cited belcw as a.
courageous and important history of anti-Semitism in Italy under Mussolini.
(Journal de

Gen~~~

January 9)
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28. Morocco
(a) Mass departures of Jews started in October, 1961. It is believed that 5 1 000 left
in the first half of December. The Jewish community of Taroudant, numbering about
1~000 persons, disappeared in a matter of days.
(Jewish Chronicle, De~ember 29, 1961)
(b) Twenty thousand Jews were prevented from leaving Morocco in mass emigrations
when the ban came into effect ,
(National Jewish Post and Opinion, January 5)
(c) A total of 6 1 350,000 francs were collected by Jews at the oecas ion of the ma.r riage of Prince Mule~ Abdola.
{Unzer Wort, January 16)
(d) The Governor of Casablanca has permitted the establishment of a new (temporary)
Jewish Corrmunity Committee in Casablanca to consist of 17 members.
(Jewish Chronicle,- January 19 )(e) The captn.in of the stean:er Pisces (see prev:i,ous Reports) was sentenced in Tangier to four years and two months in pr~son.

29. Poland
(a) According to Dr. Sfad, Jewish schools function in almost every locality where
there is a large Jewish community. The Social and Cultural Union (with 24 branches)
has organized 7 choirs, 10 dramatiGJ sec.ieties, 5 orchest;ras,. 15 libraries, and 6
dance clubs.
Some 7 1 500 Jews received professional training in ORT schools. There are 16
Jewish cooperatives with a membership of nearly 1,400.
(Jewish Chronicle, December 29, 1961)
(b) The only rabbi in Warsaw, Rabbi

Percowicz~has

apparently died.

(Da:y:, January 20)
(c) One of the most pressing questions in the training of teachers for Yiddish and
Yiddish literature in schools. It has become even more pressing because of the establishment of children's clubs. At least 20 candidates are needed.
(Folks-Sztyme, January 13)
(d) During work near the former concentration camp nswiecim a 350-page diary was
in a tin container which describes in Hebrew the fate of the Jew in the Lodz
Ghetto. Part of the diary is very legible.
f~und

(Allgemeine Wochenzeitung, January 12)
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30. Scandinavian Countries
Seventy delegates from Denmark, Sweden, Norway and · Finland attended a Zionist
seminar held under the auspices of the Scandinavian Zionist Federation and the WIZO ...
(Jewish Chronicle, January 5)
31 •.singapore
According to Dr. Shoshkes, of the 2,000 Jews who lived in Singapore before the
Japanese invasion, only about 500 remainc
About 100 children have registered for- the Talmud Torah. Courses .f'or adults
are to be opened.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 28)
32. South Africa
(a) On December 10, 1961, the Great Synagogue in Durban was opened. A congregation
of about 1,200 persons participated in the consecration and dedication of the synagogue.
(Zionist Record, December 22, 1961)
(b) The foundation of a new Sephardic Hebrew School was laid in

Salisbury~

(Jewish Chronicle, December 29, 1961)
33. Spain
(a) The president of the Jewish Community of' Madrid initiated as eries of meetings
between Jews and the Propaganda Popular Catholica, which issued a pamphlet sharply
criticising the "teaching of contempt" for Jews. · 20,000 copies of the pamphet. were
sold in the first few days: a second edition was issued.
( JTA, January 17)

(b) There are about 3, 500 Jews in Spain. About a third live in Madrid, the majority
of them Sephardim of Moroccan origin. Practically all the rest reside in Barcelona_.
half of them Ashkenazim and half Sephardim.
Many Jews belong to the middle and upper middle class~ some are professionals,
but the majority are in the leather, silver, clothing., and jewelry business.
The communities of Barcelona and Madrid are not federated and g~ their separate
ways. In Barcelona the two groups have separate synagogues, located in the same
buildings, while in Madrid Sephardim and Ashkenazim hold joint services.
There are no rabbis in Spain, only a Chacham in Barcelona and a Chazan in Madrid. Neither is there a resident Shochet, except for poultry; otherwise one is
brought from Morocco each month.
There is a WIZO and a Women's Section of the Madrid Community. The Jewish students of Madrid have established their own association. Practically all newborn
boys are being circumcised and there do not seem to be many intermarriages. A Sunday
school and a welfare office are being planned as well as a new synagogue in Madrid.
Pro-Zionist feelings appear to be deep and widespread. ,
(Voice, January 26)
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Switz~rland

(a.) There are about 22,1 00(') Jews in Switzerland; about one-third live in Zurich,
3,000 in Basle, 2,700 in Geneva, 1,000 in Bern and Lausanne each.

The Jews are owners of hotels, pensions, and restaurants in the resorts, factory owners, representatives of foreign firms, physicians, lawyers, engineers, but
not workers.
In Montreux and Lucerne there exist yeshivot. There are kosher restaurants in
Zurich and Geneva. Mixed marriages are widespread, despite extensive religious activity. There are two Jewish weeklies and two monthlies.
(Unzer Wort, December 23, 1961)
(b) Questionnaires were filled out by 148 Zurich Jews of the younger generation
(members of the Community, mostly such communities which are religiously active and
attached to Jewishness, but also a number of Jews organized in Jewish associations),
of whom one-half were Orthodox, but not extreffie. Two-thirds were men and one-third
women. About one-sixth were in the 17-20-year age group and over one-tenth in the
30-year age group. Almost one-third are married and one-fifth have children.
On the basis of the replies to the questionnaire, it appears that about onesixth of the Jews of Zurich do not belopg to a Jewish Community. All members of the
Israelitische Religionsgesellschaft and Agudath Achim eat kosher food as do one-thiro
of the members of the Israelitische Kultusgemeinde. Almost one-half of the persons
who replied to the questionnaire visit a synagogue at least once a week.
The trend now is to non-self-employed vocations: only 1~ of the young registered self-employed vocations while 78% of their parents had this status; the percentage of non-self-employed was 54 and 22, respectively. The percentage of those engaged in co.mmerce is also on the decrease. While 77% of the fathers are engaged in
commerce, only 47% of the yoUng intend to follow this branch.
(Israelitisches Wochenblatt, December 22 and 29.P 1961)
(c) La Tribune de Geneva recently published the results of a poll conducted by the
School of Social Studies in Geneva about the attitude toward Jews. Questioned wel:"e
224 persons in the age groups of 15 to 25 years.
A~cording to the results, 119 had personal contacts with Jews and 105 thought
they had never met a Jew. Some believe that it is difficult to maintain relations
with Jews, but the majority are not of this opinion. Almost a majority believed that
Jews were swindlers in professional life, but a larger majority held that Jews possessed special capacity in certain branches. However, 80 cpuld not name a single
famous Jew. Somewhat over one-half considered Jewry a religion, not a people. 76
thought every Jew should settle in Israel. Almost half held that a person might be
a good Swiss patriot and a good Zionist.

Of interest are the results relating to the responsibility for the crucifixion
of Christ. 108 held the whole of humanity responsible, 51 the Jewish priests, 42 the
Roman soldiers and 39 the Jewish people.
(Unzer Wort, January 10)
(d) A volume entitled Christen und Juden vom Apostelkonzil Bis Heute ("Christians
and Jews from the Council of Apostles to Date'') has been published in Germany. It
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volume is a. collection of essays by several authors, including both Jews and Christians. The v~lume is favorably reviewed in
(Kirchenblatt Fuer Die Reformierte Schweiz, January 4)
35. Tanganyika.
According to Dr. Shoshkes, only two Jewish families remain in the capital city
of

Dar·~s Salaam~

(Day-Jewish Journal, January 14)
36. Tunisia
Since the start of 1962 about 200 Tunisian Jews have reached Marseilles.
(~,

January 12)

37. Uganda.
According to Dr. Shoshkes, only two Jewish families remain in Campala.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 14)
38. USSR
(a) The Soviet Government imposed high taxes on rabbis and teachers of the Moscow
Yeshiva. As a result, seven members of the staff have resigned from the Yeshiva.
The kosher public dining room of the Yeshiva was closed, because allegedly it served
as a meeting place for "unproductive elements."
According to official information, the same tax has been leveled on all religious heads, except that until recently the Yeshiva staff members were treated as
Rtudents and were thus not subject to the tax.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 23)
(b) Several persons with Jewish-sounding names were listed among about 50 Soviet
Government officials and industrial managers in the republic of Kirghissin, accused
of theft of government property.
(New York Times, January 16)
(c) Trud (organ of the Soviet labor unions) identified eight persons, all bearing
Jewish names, as connected with an international currency ring in which were also
involved two Lithuanian priests. The total turnover of the ring was estimated at
13 million (oid) rubles. Four of the Jews were reported to be from Vilna., two from
Moscow, one from Odessa, and one from Minsk.
According to Trud, one of the Vilna Jews, Zismanovich, gave a Lithuanian priest
90,000 rubles, who allegedly ordered someone in the USA to send to Zismanovich's sister in Miami $ 3,500. The name of the latter was not given.
(Christian Science Monitor, January 12)
(d) The rabbi of Vilna, Dr. Yehuda Rabinowicz, was accused of not having reported a
group of speculators in foreign currency~
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At leas t 12 Jews were sentenced to various prison terms.
Among the new Jewish-sounding names of persons sentenced to imprisonment for
speculation, etc. were Dolgopolski (12 years), Levit (10), Shainin (10), and Khikin
(8). Besides Kakiashvili (see previous Report), sentenced for illegal currency
dealings, were Moshe Mikhelashvili (7 years), Shonei Nanaziashvili ( 9), Daniel
Katsos hvili (7) and Nikolai Gogishvili (10 years).
Some other Jews were mentioned in connection with such offenses: N. R~ingold,
B. I. Zilberman, I. G. Epstein, B. Altschuler, Lazar, Kutsher, Stavitsky, Monas,
Kurtzky, Starshevsky, and Idelson.
(Jewish Chronicle, January 19; Forward, January 21; Day-Jewish Journal,
January 24)
(e) Most of the synagogues and prayer houses in Carpatho-Russia have been turned into clubs, dance halls, movie houses, etc .. In the whole of Carpatho-Russia there are
about 3,000 Jews (before the last war, about 120,000), mostly in MUncac and Uzgorod.
(Unzer Wort, January 18)
(f) The last issue of the journal "Question of Roman-German Languages," published in
Leningrad, carries an article by M. Fridberg. Fridberg points out that Yiddish is
the language of the non-assimilated part of Soviet Jews (mostly in the Ukraine and
Byelnrussia), Poland, and Rumania. Some groups of Jews whose mother tongue is Yidd.iah are also to be found in Slovakia and Hunge.ry, as well as in England, France,
USA, Canada, Argentina, and South Africa.
Fridberg disputes the statement of the author of the article ''Jews" in the Great
Soviet Encyclopaedia that the Jews of the Soviet Union are linguistically totally
assimilated. He refers that author to Ukrainian and Byel~russian towns with compact
Jewish populations to find out what language is e poken there.
(Folks-Sztyme, January 30)
(g) Among the lists of candidates for the Lenin Prize for 1962 published in Izvestiy~
are a number of Jews in the fields of physics and mathematics, medicine, philosophy
and economics, mechanics, machine construction, etc.
(Morning Freiheit, January 3)
(h) The December 30, 1961 issue of the Folks-Sztyme (Warsaw) carries a report about
activities of 58 Soviet-Yiddish writers. The Folks-Sztyme also points out that there
have appeared Russian translations of Yiddish writers of the older generation Bergelson, Merkish, Kvitko, Halkin, Fefer, Hofstein, etc. as well as of the younger
generation of Yiddish writers of Moscow, Kiev, Minsk, Vilna, Riga and other cities.
The Soviet Writer and other publishing houses have brought out 70 works of Yiddish writers.
(Folks-Sztyme, December 30; Morning Freiheit., January 2)
(i) A four-day conference of the editorial staff of the Soviet Homeland took plaee
in Mosccw. A new, Moscow, dramatic group participated. The journal has received
over 1_, 000 manuscripts.
(Morning Freiheit, January 12)
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concerts were arranged. Similar concerts were arranged in Byelorussia.
(Folks-Sztyme, January 9 and 13)
(k) A volume of Mendele's writings has been publis hed in Russian in an edition of
100,000 copies.
(Morning Freiheit, January 29)
(1) The works of Sholem Aleichem are being sold in the millions in the Soviet Union.
In Poltava, where no Jews reside any more, a street has been named after Sholem Aleichem. On the outskirts of Poltava there is a mass grave of 12,000 persons (Jews)
killed by the Nazis, but the inscription does not mention their Jewishness.
(Isra~litisches

Wochenblatt, December 29, 1961)

39. USA
(a) There are many cooperative buildings in the vicinity of Temple .~manu-El in New
York which are llfortresses of anti-Semitism" and "symbols of discriminatory exclusion based upon racial or ethnic identity."
(New York Times, January 18)
(b) According to the B'nai B'rith, of ll52 investigated country and downtown clubs
(membership over 700 1 000) 1 781 practice discrimination; 691 of them are Christian
cHubs excluding or limiting Jewish membership and 90 are Jewish clubs, excluding or
limiting Christian membership.
(New York Herald Tribune, January 14)
(c) According to Senator Stephen M. Young, there are in the USA nearly 100 radical
Right-Wing organizations, some numbering a few hundred, but others (for instance
the American Coalition of Patriotic Societies) claiming 4,000,000 members - considere d only slightly exaggerated. The Birch Society is believed to have attracted,
since its founding in 1958, over 60,000 members.
(Saturday Evening Post, January 13)
(d) The University of Wisconsin has
use to certain groups •

decided not to accept any grants limiting the

(National Jewish Post and Opinion, January 19)
(e) The u. s. army commissary in Mannheim received packages of cookies stamped with
a s wastika. It was not known who did it but it was assumed that it had been stamped
in the USA.
(New York Times, January 28)
(f) A 13-year effort to induce all campus fraternities to expunge from their constitutions restrictive membership clauses has been successfully concluded in the Univerity of Minnesota.
(JTA, January 31)
(g) The administration of Pennsylvania State University has ordered the elimination
of all racial and religious discrimine.tion by accredited fraternities by June 30,
1965.
(JTA, January 12)

-33(h) Justice Bernstein, a member of Arizona's high court since 1959, has been electQd
Chief Justice by its membership.

(JTA, January 19)
(i) According to Prof~ Berman, less than 10 per ce nt of the workers employed in the
needle trades and enrolled in its . unions are currently Jewish.
( JTA, January 3)

(j) A Tarbut Foundation for Hebrew education, culture and language was established
by a grant by two Goodman brothers.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 5)
(k) Nearly 2,000 Jewish educational cultural, religious, and other organizations are
participating in the 18th nation-wide observance of Jewish Music Festival.
(JTA.!. Jt?.nuary 24)
(1) The National Council of Christians and Jews established a four-faith Council on
Public Affairs and Religious Freedom to help keep peace in areas where religion infringes upon public policy.
(New York Times, January

~9)

(m) The American-Israel Culture Foundation will establish 50 culture centers in Israel at a coGt of $2.5 million.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 17)
(n) The American Zionist Council, in cooperation with educational bodies in the USA
and Israel, has established a Hebrew Language Laboratory, as a new approach to the
teaching of Hebrew. The opening iNas attende d by more than 200 top Jewish educators
from 30 States.
(o) The Jewish Teachers Seminary and Folks-University has moved to a. new home. It is
being gradually transformed into a Jewish college.
(Forward, January 12)
(p) The first Knsher table at Princeton University has been established by 10 students ..
(New York Times, January 24)
(q) The National Jewish Welfare Board's Year Book 1959-1960 gives some data on the
development and status of Jewish Community Centers in the United States.
1. The membership grew from 427,000 in 1945 to 624,000 in 1959.
2. The aggregate (estimated) Center operating costs increased from
$ 11,276,000 in 1949 to $22,488,000.
3. Since 1945 a total of 77 new buildings were erected at a cost of $64

millie~,

(r) The sale of Israel Bonds reached a record of $ 57 million in 1961. The total
since 1951 was $ 533.5 million. A plenary _seesion of the Planning Conference of the
Board of Gove rnors of the Israel Bonds recently took place in New York.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 13)

-34(s) The mid-winter conference of the Rabbinical Council of America recently took
place in Lakewood, New Jersey. The main topics of discussion were the role of the
rabbi in the Jewish home and family, converte,d gentiles, adopted children, Ka.shrut.
(Day-Jewish Journal, January 16 and 18)
(t) The 36th annual YIVO Conference took place recently in New York. The opening
session was attended by over 2,000 persons.
(Forward, January 11)
(u) The American Jewish Committee held a conference in Beverly Hills, California.
(Day~Jewish

Journal, January 27)

(v) The annual convention of the National Jewish Fund recently held in New York
proclaimed action to turn Ben-Gurion's 75th birthday into a holiday in Jewish schools
in the country.
(Day-Jewish Journai, January 25)
(w) The annual meeting of the American ORT recently took place in New York with an
att!'lndance of 500 delegates. 40,000 persons in 19 countries are assisted by the organization. A budget of $8 million for 1962 was approved.
(Forward, January 22)
40. Vatican
The paper quoted below comments on the forthcoming Ecumenical Council, lauds
the recent expurgation from Catholic liturgy of the express ion "perfidious Jews, 11
and states that there are various attempts toward a rapprochement between the Jaws
and the Vatican. According to the paper, Dr. Nahum Goldmann, President of the WJC,
frequently visits Rome for discussion wi th the highest Catholic dignitaries, and
would favor sending observers to the forthcoming Ecumenical Council.
(Tribune de Geneve, January 18)
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